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DESCRIPCION DEL LIBRO FOCUSING
Focusing vol dir enfocar el cos, escoltar-lo i aprendre a pensar amb ell per tal de
gestionar les nostres emocions, ja siguin conflictives o agradables. Consisteix a
localitzar i focalitzar l&rsquo;empremta som&agrave;tica o sensació-sentida (E.
Gendlin l&rsquo;anomena felt-sense) que produeix qualsevol viv&egrave;ncia o
interacció amb l&rsquo;entorn. Consta de sis senzills passos que tothom pot
aprendre a fer-los servir tot parant l&rsquo;atenció al propi cos i
&ldquo;deixar-lo&rdquo; que ens gui&iuml; per aconseguir la paraula,
l&rsquo;actitud o el gest adequat. El seu ús és molt divers i s&rsquo;orienta
envers l&rsquo;assoliment d&rsquo;un benestar general. S&rsquo;aplica en la
ter&agrave;pia, la medicina del dolor, el creixement personal, el coaching, la
meditació, la relaxació, l&rsquo;art, l&rsquo;esport, el lideratge i direcció
d&rsquo;equips o les arts marcials, entre altres &agrave;mbits. Els seus beneficis
són nombrosos: alleugeriment, seguretat en un mateix, gust per la vida, contacte
amb un mateix... Qualsevol persona pot aprendre-ho i practicar-ho.
THE INTERNATIONAL FOCUSING INSTITUTE
The International Focusing Institute: Focusing is direct access to a bodily knowing.
Focusing is a practice developed from the Philosophy of the Implicit. Focusing, of
course, must be done without the frame in place. Real-time interaction is
fundamental to the context of focusing on nano-scale. For already the light of
suspicion was focusing its red glare. There&#x27;s no limit to the depth in which I
can analyze data with Interse market focus 2, which is very useful for focusing a
marketing effort,&quot; said Glenn Fleishman, president of Point of Presence Co.
The Focusing Institute: Focusing is direct access to a bodily knowing. Focusing is
a practice developed from the Philosophy of the Implicit. This disambiguation
page lists articles associated with the title Focusing. If an internal link led you
here, you may wish to change the link to point directly to the intended article.
Noun: focus and focuses and focussing Verb: focus, focuses or focusses,
focusing or focussing, focused or focussed. I&#x27;ve used both forms, but when
I&#x27;m more conscious with spelling then I use the ones with the extra s. This
is the intro to Ann Weiser Cornell&#x27;s CD set called &quot;Learning
Focusing&quot; and is included, with permission, in Week 5 of the free online
Mindfulness-Based. isoelectric focusing electrophoresis in which the protein
mixture is subjected to an electric field in a gel medium in which a pH gradient has
been established; each protein then migrates until it reaches the site at which the
pH is equal to its isoelectric point. a. A point at which rays of light or other
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radiation converge or from which they appear to diverge, as after refraction or
reflection in an optical system: the focus of a lens. Easy to read book on Focusing,
a mindfulness technique for getting in touch with your internal life and putting
feelings to rest. This is a book predates the current interest in mindfulness. Did
You Know? The Latin word focus meant &quot;hearth, fireplace.&quot; In the
scientific Latin of the 17th century, the word is used to refer to the point at which
rays of light refracted by a lens converge. Focusing changes lives. Learn this
powerful body-based practice of self-listening and emotional wisdom through
phone courses, workshops, books and more. Focusing [Eugene T. Gendlin] on
Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The classic guide to a
powerful technique that can increase your mindfulness and lead to personal
transformation&lt;/b&gt; Based on groundbreaking research conducted at the
University of Chicago The latest Tweets from ?el (@focusings). A mí dame una
pizza y déjame vivir. Skyrim Focusing, also called ocular accommodation, ability
of the lens to alter its shape to allow objects to be seen clearly.. In humans, the
forward surface of the lens is made more convex for seeing objects up close.
FOCUSING SYNONYMS, FOCUSING ANTONYMS | THESAURUS.COM
focusing - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions A
preposition is one of a small but very common group of words that relate different
items to each other. Most English prepositions have a number of meanings that
are particular to each preposition.. Focusing Essential Oil Blend has an herbal,
minty scent that is at once strong and refreshing. The rejuvenating aroma employs
a combination of Rosemary, Peppermint, Holy Basil, Basil, and Frankincense
essential oils. Find out more about Future Perfect&#x27;s advanced proofreading
and English grammar services, by downloading our brochure (Adobe PDF,
320KB). Download our brochure Our services Focusing, sometimes referred to as
&quot;felt-sensing,&quot; is a way of allowing our bodies to guide us to deeper
self-knowledge, to psychological healing, and to working more skillfully with the
difficulties with which life presents us. Join us as Ann Weiser Cornell of Focusing
Resources answers questions about using the Focusing process with issues like
anxiety, stress, anger, and longing for things to get better. 1 a thing or place that is
of greatest importance to an activity or interest . in the 19th century Paris was the
focus of the art world Before there was autofocus, there was focus. The camera is
a light-tight box that is used to expose a photosensitive surface (film or digital
sensor) to light. In order to focus the light onto the surface, most cameras (and
your own eyes) use a lens to direct the light. Disclaimer. All content on this
website, including dictionary, thesaurus, literature, geography, and other reference
data is for informational purposes only. Part One of a presentation introducing
Focusing and the &#x27;felt sense&#x27; by philosopher and psychologist,
Eugene Gendlin Ph.D. Focusing is more than being in touch with your feelings
and different. Synonyms for focusing in Free Thesaurus. Antonyms for focusing. 7
synonyms for focusing: centering, focus, focussing, focal point, direction,
focalisation, focalization. Focusing is a way of tapping into your vast emotional
intelligence through the messages of your body. With Focusing, you return to a
source of knowing that has always belonged to you. Focusing therapy can help
people access and understand feelings and emotions held deeply in the body and
may help people achieve greater success in treatment.
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